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Choose the correct answers.

1. What is the title of the storybook?
A. Red Plate B. Red Planet
C. Red Plan D. Red Plane

2. What did William and Chip make at the beginning of the story?
A. a cake B. a ladder
C. a rocket D. some chips

3. What did Nick, Chip and William play inside the house?
A. a rocket B. hide-and-seek
C. table tennis D. computer games

4. Where did the magic take the children and Floppy to?
A. a garden B. Biff’s room
C. a rocket D. a magic house

5. After Floppy put his paw on a red button in the rocket, where did they go?
A. space B. a restaurant
C. another rocket D. Green Island

6. How did William, Chip and Nick make themselves stop floating?
A. put on coats B. put on boots
C. jumped D. put on spacesuits

7. What did Floppy do when he saw the red planet?
A. jumped B. cried
C. barked D. ran away
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8. Why did the space car fall into a big hole?
A. The children did not know how to control the space car.
B. The ground suddenly cracked.
C. Floppy broke the ground.
D. There was a car crash and made the hole.

9. Who did the children meet in the cave?
A. some strange little people B. some giants
C. some strange tall men D. their friends

10. How did the children get out of the cave finally?
A. They floated on top of Floppy.
B. They floated on top of an air-filled spacesuit.
C. The strange little men helped them get out.
D. The magic key helped them get out.

Children, do you like the story?

Do you want to go to space?

Do you want to be an astronaut when you grow up?

Share the story to your family!


